Effects of various boundary conditions on the response of Poisson-Nernst-Planck impedance spectroscopy analysis models and comparison with a continuous-time random-walk model.
Various electrode reaction rate boundary conditions suitable for mean-field Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) mobile charge frequency response continuum models are defined and incorporated in the resulting Chang-Jaffe (CJ) CJPNP model, the ohmic OHPNP one, and a simplified GPNP one in order to generalize from full to partial blocking of mobile charges at the two plane parallel electrodes. Model responses using exact synthetic PNP data involving only mobile negative charges are discussed and compared for a wide range of CJ dimensionless reaction rate values. The CJPNP and OHPNP ones are shown to be fully equivalent, except possibly for the analysis of nanomaterial structures. The dielectric strengths associated with the CJPNP diffuse double layers at the electrodes were found to decrease toward 0 as the reaction rate increased, consistent with fewer blocked charges and more reacting ones. Parameter estimates from GPNP fits of CJPNP data were shown to lead to accurate calculated values of the CJ reaction rate and of some other CJPNP parameters. Best fits of CaCu(3)Ti(4)O(12) (CCTO) single-crystal data, an electronic conductor, at 80 and 140 K, required the anomalous diffusion model, CJPNPA, and led to medium-size rate estimates of about 0.12 and 0.03, respectively, as well as good estimates of the values of other important CJPNPA parameters such as the independently verified concentration of neutral dissociable centers. These continuum-fit results were found to be only somewhat comparable to those obtained from a composite continuous-time random-walk hopping/trapping semiuniversal UN model.